This paper describes an analysis of dual TEM cell coupling based on Bethe's small aperture theory This approach allows one to model a variety of possible aperture shapes (circular, elliptical, square, etc.), including material loaded apertures of finite thickness.
Measurements demonstrate that the theory accurately predicts coupling for an unloaded aperture.
In tro d u ctio n
A shielding effectiveness test procedure based on the dual transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell concept [1] [2] [3] has certain advantages over the widely used shielded room technique. By comparison, dual TEM cell measurements require less time, offer better repeatability, and are more readily standardized. This paper offers an analytical description of dual TEM cell coupling utilizing small aperture theory.
An ordinary TEM cell consists of a section of rectangular coaxial transmission line (RCTL), matched at each end to standard 50 Q coax line by way of a tapered section. As shown in figure 1, a dual TEM cell is simply a pair of TEM cells coupled via an aperture in a common wall.
The aperture serves to transfer power from the driving cell to the receiving cell. Insertion loss is defined as the ratio of the received power for the loaded case (test material covering the aperture) to that for the unloaded case (no material present).
The insertion loss gives a quantitative measure of certain shielding properties. In practice these results require careful interpretation.
In general, analyzing waveguide coupling is a formidable task.
Fortunately, the TEM cell is a low frequency measurement device. Therefore, the aperture will be electrically small, that is, of dimensions much less than a wavelength. As a consequence, the dual TEM cell is well suited to an analysis based on the small aperture theory pioneered by Bethe [4] .
Bethe's approach replaces the aperture fields by a set of equivalent electric and magnetic dipoles. The dipole moments depend on the shape, size, and orientation of the aperture, as well as the incident field distribution. Once specified, the dipole moments are used to predict the scattered fields excited by the aperture presence, and more importantly, the power expected at the sensing cell's output ports. Although the walls defining the aperture are initially assumed to be infinitely thin, a simple modification allows one to model a thick, material laden aperture. Numerically generated curves are compared to measured data and show agreement to within a few decibels for the unloaded aperture case.
Small Aperture Theory
Bethe's small aperture theory has been detailed elsewhere [5] [6] , and will be only briefly summarized here as applicable to the dual TEM cell. The notation is that of Collin [6 ] .
Given a discontinuity in a waveguide (an aperture, conducting obstacle, current source, etc.) excited by some incident fields E., ii., the scattered fields If the discontinuity is electrically small, such that an equivalent representation by electric (P) and magnetic (M) dipole moments is valid, then the expansion coefficients are given by
n o n n (2) where co is the angular frequency, pQ is the free space permeability, and the dipoles are positioned at the center of the discontinuity.
The dipole moments may be decomposed into the incident field times terms which characterize the geometric qualities of the discontinuity. The latter quantities are termed the electric (a" ) and magnetic (am ) polarizabilities, and are in general dyadics. In terms of a and a , the expansion coefficients become e m
where Z. is the characteristic impendance, mo refers to 1 the summation over odd m only (m=l,3,5...) M=m /2a, and the propagation according to expi((ot+kQz) has been suppressed. The characteristic impedance is given by
In order to apply this basic equation, three quantities need to be specified; (1 ) the normalized modes, (2 ) the polarizabilities, and (3) the incident fields. These three terms will be examined for the particular case of a dual TEM cel l .
Normalized Modes in an RCTL
The higher-order RCTL modes, beyond the first few, are difficult to analyze and have largely been ignored. The primary interest is the dominant TEM mode which determines the RCTL's transmission line characteristics. The higher-order modes are considered only to the extent that their appearance limits the TEM cell's usable bandwidth.
Thus, given current applications, a complete modal description for the RCTL is both unavailable and unnecessary. This is indeed the case when considering the dual TEM cell since the main emphasis is on determining the power delivered by the TEM mode to the various output ports. If, however, we were looking for the scattered fields near the discontinuity, where the evanescent modes were still present, then the higher-order mode field distributions would be necessary.
Several solutions for the TEM mode fields have appeared.
For the case of a centrally located inner conductor, or septum, a conformal mapping approach [7] gives the fields in terms of elliptical functions. Alternately, the singular integral equation method [8 ] , along with the conditions that the gaps between the septum and side walls be small, results in field expressions involving infinite sums of simple functions.
The latter solution, which allows for a vertically offset septum, will be used. Figure 2 shows the RCTL cross section and defines the relevant dimensions and coordinate system.
After normalizing according to / r x r ds s n n
The TEM mode's electric field E (= a E + a E ) in x x y y the regions above (j=1 ), and below (j =2 ) the septum is found to be The magnetic an electric field components are related via r) , the free space intrinsic wave impedance. 
Aperture P o l a r i z a b i l i t i e s
In determining the aperture polarizabilities a number of idealizations are typically made. For simplicity, the aperture is usually analyzed as if it were located in an infinite ground plane and subject to an impressed static field.
In practice this implies that if results are to be valid, then the fields should not vary significantly over the aperture surface and the aperture should not be placed near the side walls unless image terms are to be included. Only elliptical shapes, the circle included, may be analyzed directly [6 ] . Cohn [9] [10] has generated measured values for a number of interesting shapes, including rectangular slots.
Recently, very accurate numerical solutions have appeared [11] [12] 
The electric dipole moment for an aperture is essentially due to circulating "magnetic currents" and therefore is normal to the aperture.
The magnetic dipole moment is related to the "magnetic charge" and is in the plane of the aperture. Referring to figure  2 , with 5Z along with the direction of propagation, the above implies thata a a a y y ey and am = a 5 a m x x mx az V m z finds that
For a circular aperture of radius r [6 ] , one
In c id e n t F ie ld D istr ib u tio n
The incident field is due to the TEM mode in the driving cell.
Thus the field expressions given in equation (5) again apply. One need note only that (5) locates the coordinate system at the septun center. Thus for incident field the aperture location is at (x,-b2 ), while in the receiving cell the aperture location is (x,bj). The scattered power in the driving cell may be similarly found. In both cases, the aperture is assumed to be infinitely thin.
For a thick aperture, Cohn [14] suggests that the polarizabilities be modified as if they excited a small section of waveguide (the aperture itself) operating below cutoff.
Only the first aperture mode excited by the various dipole orientations needs to be considered.
For example, given a square aperture thickness T, the electric dipole moment P is oriented longitudinally with respect to the aperture as a waveguide.
Therefore it will excite TM modes, with the first being the T M^ mode. Therefore aey should be replaced by a e ey TM T '"ll T (9) where -a ™ is the propagation constant for a cutoff TMjj mode in a square waveguide. Similarly, amx and amz should be replaced by "mx e or e mz where -aj^ is the TE10 mode propagation constant. In computing the propagation constants the aperture may be considered as empty, or loaded with some material. Thus if insertion loss measurements are made by plugging the aperture, the above simple theoretical
Dual TEM C ell
Let the TEM mode (Ez=0) be designated n=0. The special case of identical symmetric guides will be considered (i.e. b^=b2=b etc. in both cells), as well as a centered aperture (x=0).
Thus Ex=0 at the aperture. As shown in figure 1, power is supplied to port 1 and received at either port 3 (as shown) or port 2 with the other terminated in a 50 2 load. Combining (5) and (3) Note that the magnetic dipole couples asymmetrically. Thus the power received at the two sensing cell ports will be different. Because of the particular mode normalization chosen (4), the received power is given by |aQ |2 /2 , and |bQ | 2 / 2 respectively. Utilizing the circular (7) and square (8 ) aperture polarizabilities, we obtain from (1 1 ):
for the circular aperture, and (14) for the square aperture.
Note that |bQ |>|a0 |. The calculated power difference between port 2 and port 3 (receiving cell) is approximately 9.5 dB for the circular case and 8.1 dB for a square aperture.
These expressions are also useful in relating dual TEM cell and shielded room insertion loss measurements.
Assume that the same aperture and test samples are used in each method. Assuming plane wave incidence in the shielded room case, only am will be present (the normal component of the electric field is zero).
Denoting loaded polarizabilities by a tilde, the dual TEM cell insertion loss IL0TC at P°rt 3 (forward direction or aQ ) will be ILDTC = 2 0 1o9 1 -^X -1-F ey--I <15> mx ey while in the shielded room case, the insertion loss ILsr is given by ILs r = 20 log I I
Thus the difference between the two measurements should behave like higher-order modes become possible above 800 Miz. Therefore, the theoretical results are of questionable validity toward the upper frequency range. Surprisingly, agreement continues into this area,-beyond what might be expected. A second measurement set is shown in figure 4  (17) against the same theoretical curves. In this case power was measured at both sensing cell ports, again for an unloaded aperture, but the cells were no longer screwed together. Rather, some conductive gasketing |< < 1 for was placed around the aperture and a large weight was used to press the two cells together and create contact. This setup has the advantage of quick access to the aperture if materials are being tested, but doesn't give the clean aperture seal of the former configuration.
As may be seen, the agreement is to within a few dB, which is not quite as good as that of (18) figure 3.
mx is for a square aperture. A comparison of the two types s of insertion loss measurement appears in the Tecknit " [2 ] paper, and as they commented, generally follows I this trend. In addition, the above shows that dual TEM | cell measurements are, in a sense, worst case values °f or plane wave coupling. I
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Measurements were performed on a model dual TEM § cell in order to verify our analysis. The individual o cells were identical with dimensions (see figure 2 ) " a=.09 meters, g/a=.24, and b/a=2/3, which gives a characteristic impedance of approximately 50.6 s. A centrally located square aperture of side length L/a=.5644 (L=2") is used, therefore equation (14) applies.
Three different aperture characterizations will be presented. Figure 3 shows measured and theoretical values for the power coupled to port 3 with respect to the input signal. The cells were tightly screwed together around an unloaded aperture assuring good contact and a thin aperture.
Thus the thick aperture correction is unnecessary.
Theoretical and measured data agree to within a single dB for most of the frequency range considered, (50 to 1000 MHz). As the frequency nears 1000 MHz, k0 L approaches unity, and the aperture may no longer be considered to be electrically small. Also Because the gasketing significantly thickened the aperture, to about 6 mm, equation (1 0 ) may be used to modify the polarizabilities. The results are depicted in figure 5 .
Agreement is improved, especially for port 3 measurements.
Taken together, these three curves demonstrate the importance of carefully joining the cells and point toward sample mounting as a problem that must be carefully attended to. 
C onclusions
A simple, theoretical description of dual TEM cell coupling has been presented.
Experimental results indicate that the analysis accurately predicts coupling between cells in the case of an unloaded aperture. A loaded aperture model is also discussed. If the test material's dielectric properties are known, then the theoretical model should well predict insertion loss, as in the unloaded case. Conversely, insertion loss measurements could be used to determine probe a material's unknown dielectric properties.
However, loading the aperture requires that a test sample be carefully prepared and fitted. Realistically this may not be possible and it may be more convenient to cover, rather than load, the aperture with material. Therefore, an alternate modification of the aperture polarizabilities needs to be developed. In either case, great care must be taken in the mounting of test samples to insure that leakage, poor contact, and other spurious effects are kept to acceptable levels.
Finally, it should be emphasized that "shielding effectiveness" is a quite general concept with numerous interpretations. The dual TEM cell considers a single plane wave orientation over the low frequency range and is but one approach to the radiated shielding effectiveness measurement problem [15] . The dual TEM cell's inherent restrictions need to be acknowledged if quantitative results are to be properly interpreted. In practice, a shielding materials intended application would dictate the most meaningful choice of measurement scheme.
Much work remains in order that the results from the various measurement approaches may be properly compared and correlated. R.D. Scheps, "Shielding effectiveness measurements using a dual TEM cell fixture, "EMC Technology, vol. 2, pp. 61-65, July-Sept.
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